Motion planning of a biped robot based on ZMP is quite popular in recent years. In this method, ZMP reference trajectory is planned at first so that ZMP stays inside of the support polygon. Then, walking pattern is generated based on the trajectory. Conventional methods based on ZMP reference trajectory did not take the dynamics of bipedal locomotion into account. Therefore, the basis of the motion planning was ambiguous and the biped robot did not get human-like walking.
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This paper proposes ZMP reference trajectory generation with inverted pendulum model by using VSP (Virtual Supporting Point). VSP, which was proposed by our research group, is the method to design the position of the supporting point of inverted pendulum model with mechanical constraint relaxation.
Walking with the proposed trajectory generation is schematically explained in Fig. 1 . The robot is modeled as one mass point system and both COG and ZMP reference trajectory are generated along the movement of the inverted pendulum. With this, a smooth ZMP reference trajectory based on the dynamics of the inverted pendulum is generated uniquely according to the desired stride and walking cycle. In addtion, the trajectory is able to defined on any plane.
Some bipedal walking were simulated and experimented in this paper. The biped robot "Tomas-k", which was used for the experiment, is shown in Fig. 2 . The experimental results of the waking with the proposed method are shown in Fig. 3 . It shows the support polygon, ZMP reference and ZMP response. The robot was constrained in the sagittal plane in this experiment. The stride was set to 0.2 m and the cycle time was set to 2.0 sec. It is confirmed that the smooth ZMP reference trajectory was generated with the proposed method during both single and double support phase. ZMP response did not reach to the edge of the support polygon and it means the robot walked stable. The validity of the proposed method was confirmed by the simulation and experimental results. Motion planning of a biped robot based on ZMP is quite popular in recent years. In this method, ZMP reference trajectory is planned at first so that ZMP stays inside of the support polygon. Then, walking pattern is generated based on the trajectory. Conventional methods based on ZMP reference trajectory did not take the dynamics of bipedal locomotion into account. Therefore, the basis of the motion planning was ambiguous and the biped robot did not get human-like walking. This paper proposes ZMP reference trajectory generation with inverted pendulum model by using VSP (Virtual Supporting Point). With this, smooth ZMP reference trajectory based on the dynamics of the inverted pendulum is generated uniquely according to the desired stride and walking cycle. (1) ZMP (2)
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